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Background We present a rare case of a 55-year-old male with biliary colic found to have a high grade (Ki-67 >50 
percent) poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC) with large-cell features.

Summary This patient with previous history of cholelithiasis and type 1B choledochal cyst initially presented 
to hospital with biliary colic. Evaluation with CT scan was concerning for a gallbladder malignancy, 
common bile duct (CBD) obstruction and portal lymphadenopathy. The portal lymph nodes were 
sampled suggesting high grade, poorly differentiated NEC with large cell features. The patient 
underwent a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and trans-cystic CBD exploration confirming the 
diagnosis. The case was reviewed in a multidisciplinary setting and a recommendation was made to 
proceed with adjuvant chemotherapy and chemoradiation. The patient then underwent a laparoscopic 
portal lymphadenectomy, excision of extrahepatic bile ducts, partial hepatectomy of segments 4B and 
5, and Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy. There was no residual cancer detected on final pathology. The 
patient remains disease free 11 months posttreatment.  

Conclusion Gallbladder NEC is a rare disease with no consensus on its optimal management. We present a case of 
high grade gallbladder NEC with large-cell features successfully treated in a multidisciplinary fashion. 
This report highlights the potential role of chemotherapy and chemoradiation in the management of 
this tumor type and the central role of surgery for achieving a cure.
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ABBREVIATIONS:
ALP: alkaline phosphatase
CBD: common bile duct 
CRTx: chemoradiation
CTx: chemotherapy
EUS: esophageal ultrasound 
GB-NET: gallbladder neuroendocrine tumor 
GEP-NET: Gastro-entero-pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors
NEC: neuroendocrine carcinoma
NET: neuroendocrine tumor
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Case Description
Gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-
NETs) represent a spectrum of disease differing in his-
tologic differentiation and organ of origin. Though the 
most common lesions are detected in the small intestine 
and pancreas, NETs are not exclusively confined to these 
organs. Gallbladder NETs (GB-NETs) represent a rare 
malignancy with only a few cases in the surgical literature, 
and thus the optimal management of these tumors are 
unknown. Furthermore, due to the rarity of this disease, 
they seldom are considered in the differential diagnosis 
for patients who present with gallbladder pathology. We 
report a rare case of a 55-year-old male with biliary colic 
found to have a poorly differentiated neuroendocrine car-
cinoma (NEC) of the gallbladder with large cell features.

The patient had a past medical history of type 1B cho-
ledochal cyst and cholelithiasis causing biliary colic and 
multiple common bile duct (CBD) stone extractions. He 
presented to a community hospital with abdominal pain 
typical for biliary colic and five pound weight loss. The 
patient’s total bilirubin was 1.2, with an elevated alkaline 
phosphatase (ALP) at 200. A CT scan was performed 
demonstrating portal lymphadenopathy and a possible 
gallbladder mass (Figure 1). 
 

ET scan demonstrated avid uptake in the gallbladder and 
portal lymph nodes, which prompted an endoscopic ultra-
sound (EUS) and fine needle biopsy (Figure 2). 

Pathology suggested a poorly differentiated NEC with a 
Ki-67 >80 percent. The patient self-referred to our insti-
tute, where he underwent a repeat ERCP and EUS guid-
ed biopsy of the portal lymph nodes. Interestingly, ERCP 
demonstrated fibrinous exudative material in the CBD 
causing obstruction, which resembled the same material 
aspirated from the portal lymph node. A plastic stent was 
deployed for biliary decompression. Pathology results were 
suggestive of, but indeterminate, for NEC. The patient’s 
chromogranin A was normal at 72. Serotonin and 5-HIAA 
levels were negative. Given the diagnostic uncertainty and 

Figure 1. CT Figure showing large portal nodes (arrow to enlarged node)

Figure 2. PET scan demonstrating a hypermetabolic mass in the 
gallbladder fundus and activity in the porta hepatis. 
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the patient’s ongoing abdominal pain, the decision was 
made to proceed with a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and 
CBD exploration. The gallbladder was found to be severe-
ly inflamed, with an obvious intra-luminal mass, and was 
removed with a portion of segment 5 to avoid bile spillage 
(see Figure 3 and Figure 4). Final pathology results con-
firmed a poorly differentiated NEC with a Ki-67 >50 per-
cent. 

The case was reviewed at our multidisciplinary GI oncolo-
gy tumor board, and the recommendation was to proceed 
with cisplatin and etoposide chemotherapy (CTx) followed 
by chemoradiation (CRTx). The patient tolerated his 
adjuvant treatment and following completion, the tumor 
board recommendation was to proceed with full surgical 
clearance of disease. A laparoscopic resection of extrahe-
patic bile ducts, resection of his type 1B choledochal cyst, 
partial hepatectomy of segments 4B and 5, portal lymph-

adenectomy, and reconstruction via a Roux-en-Y hepatico-
jejunostomy was performed. Intraoperatively, the patient 
was noted to have an extensive amount of scarring due to 
his prior surgery and chemoradiation; however, there was 
no evidence of metastatic disease. His bowel was also run 
intraoperatively to rule out primary small bowel NET. His 
station 8A lymph node was sent for frozen section, which 
was negative. His postoperative pathology demonstrated 
evidence of complete tumor death/fibrosis (no residual 
cancer); thus, the patient had a complete response to adju-
vant CTx and CRTx. The patient tolerated the procedure 
well and was discharged home on postoperative day sev-
en following an uneventful hospital course. Postoperative 
surveillance via MRI every three months has shown the 
patient to be disease-free; now 12 months postsurgery, 
future surveillance will be via MRI every via months. 

Discussion
Primary gallbladder neuroendocrine tumors are a rare 
diagnosis,1 with only 278 cases described between 1975 
and 2005 in the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End 
Results (SEER) program of the National Cancer Institute. 
GB-NETs represent less than one percent of all GEP-NETs 
and 0.5 percent of all gallbladder carcinomas and are an 
exceedingly unusual cause of gallbladder presentations.2-4 
As a consequence, the natural history of such tumors are 
poorly understood, and recommendations for manage-
ment and surveillance are variable across institutions. Pri-
mary adenocarcinomas of the gallbladder, conversely, are 
relatively far more frequent then GB-NETs and demon-
strate an exceptionally aggressive phenotype. Though sur-
gical resection provides the only possibility for cure, only 
10 percent of patients present with resectable disease.5 

All-stage, five-year survival remains dismal at less than five 
percent. Furthermore, the role of CTx and CRTx remains 
undefined, though combination platinum-based therapy 
has been most commonly utilized with some success.

GB-NETs pose a unique challenge to the clinician, as it 
is unknown whether they behave in a fashion similar to 
other GEP-NETs or if they more strongly resemble their 
epithelial counterpart. NETs are neoplasms originating 
from neuroendocrine cells (enterochromaffin cells) located 
throughout the body, typically within the lung and gas-
trointestinal tract.3 The origin of GB-NETs, however, is 
poorly understood, since the normal gallbladder mucosa 
is typically devoid of neuroendocrine cells. It is current-
ly postulated that neuroendocrine cells may arise in the 
gallbladder secondary to chronic inflammation caused by 

Figure 3. Patient’s distended gallbladder after removal measuring 12.5 x 
5.5 x 5.0 cm

Figure 4. Patient’s gallbladder opened to reveal 10 x 5.5 x 4 cm mass
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gallstones, helicobacter pylori, or congenital anomalies, 
such as anomalous union of the pancreaticobiliary duct or 
choledochal cysts as seen in our patient.6, 7

The 2010 World Health Organization (WHO) classifica-
tion of NETs describes four general categories based pri-
marily on mitotic count and Ki-67 proliferative index: well 
differentiated NET or Grade 1 tumor (Ki-67 <three per-
cent); intermediate differentiated NET or Grade 2 tumor 
(Ki-67 <3–20 percent); poorly differentiated neuroendo-
crine carcinoma (NEC) or Grade 3 tumor (Ki-67 >20 per-
cent); and mixed adenoneuroendocrine carcinoma (MAN-
EC).8 Poorly differentiated NECs have a high propensity 
for invasive growth, early lymph node metastases, as well as 
distant metastases and generally have a poor prognosis.7, 9-13 

NECs are further classified into the more common small-
cell type and the less common large-cell type, which 
behave similar to lung NECs. Though initially considered 
to behave like small-cell NECs, more recent reports have 
demonstrated improved prognosis in large-cell variants.14 
The role of surgery in NEC remains undefined, though may 
provide an avenue for cure in patients with locoregional 
disease.15 Similarly, the role and benefit of CTx and CRTx 
in the neoadjuvant/adjuvant setting is unclear, though 
both have been employed in patients with locoregional 
disease. Shimono et al discussed a case of gallbladder NEC 
successfully treated via multimodal therapies inclusive of 
CT-based three-dimensional radiation therapy adminis-
tered preoperatively.16 Further, Chen et al discussed three 
cases of GB-NEC treated with postoperative CRTx ver-
sus surgery alone with nonsignificant increases in median 
survival times for those receiving multimodal treatment.17  
CTx is generally platinum-based combined with etopo-
side, and tumors typically demonstrate responsiveness in 
patients with Ki-67 >55 percent.18 Our case report adds to 
the existing literature of GB-NETs and highlights the pos-
sibility of such tumors presenting as biliary colic. Though 
this is an exceedingly rare cause of biliary colic, awareness 
of its existence is important for the clinician when consid-
ering atypical etiologies of gallbladder pathologies that may 
prompt earlier involvement of a hepatobiliary surgeon. The 
current case report also emphasizes the absolute need for a 
multidisciplinary approach and the involvement of both a 
medical and radiation oncologist. We have demonstrated 
that combination treatment with surgery, CTx, and CRTx 
is effective, and though the tumor demonstrated a Ki-67 
>55 percent, complete disease remission is possible. 

Conclusion
While the patient has remained disease-free for 12 months 
following surgical resection, continued surveillance is 
required to determine if these interventions will yield a 
disease-free/overall survival comparable to the broader cat-
egory of GEP-NETs.

Lessons Learned
GB-NETs are a rare subtype of gallbladder cancers which 
may have a possibility of cure when managed in a multi-
disciplinary setting. The pathophysiology of the disease is 
unknown; thus longer follow-up may help clarify its nat-
ural history in patients treated with combined modalities.
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